Abstract: Galois field (GF) expressions are polynomials used as representations of multiple-valued logic (MVL) functions. For this purpose, MVL functions are considered as functions defined over a finite (Galois) field of order p -GF(p). The problem of computing these functional expressions has an important role in areas such as digital signal processing and logic design. Time needed for computing GF-expressions increases exponentially with the number of variables in MVL functions and, as a result, it often represents a limiting factor in applications. This paper proposes a method for an accelerated computation of GF(4)-expressions for quaternary (four-valued) logic functions using graphics processing units (GPUs). The method is based on the spectral interpretation of GF-expressions, permitting the use of fast Fourier transform (FFT)-like algorithms for their computation. These algorithms are then adapted for highly parallel processing on GPUs. The performance of the proposed solutions is compared with referent C/C++ implementations of the same algorithms processed on central processing units (CPUs). Experimental results confirm that the presented approach leads to significant reduction in processing times (up to 10.86 times when compared to CPU processing). Therefore, the proposed approach widens the set of problem instances which can be efficiently handled in practice.
Introduction
Functional expression over finite fields, often called Galois field (GF) expressions, are polynomials used as analytical representations of multiplevalued logic (MVL) functions. In this sense, MVL functions are viewed as functions defined over finite (Galois) fields GF(p), where p is the nonnecessarily prime order of the field [13] .
The presented research is based on a notion that time needed for computing coefficients in GF-expressions can be significantly shortened by adapting the fast Fourier transform (FFT)-like algorithms for their computation, developed
Galois Field Expressions for Quaternary Logic Functions
In this section, we present the definition of the Galois field expressions for quaternary (four-valued) logic functions and the Cooley-Tukey and the constant geometry FFT-like algorithms for computing coefficients in these expressions. For more detailed discussions of these topics, we refer to [13, 15] .
Each quaternary function of n variables can be represented as a polynomial of the form 
where {0, 1, 2, 3}, 
where denotes the Kronecker product. Since 4 is a non-prime number, additions and multiplications in GF (4) are carried out as defined in Table 1 . Notice that, when p is a prime number, ordinary operations of addition and multiplication modulo p can be used as operations in GF(p) [13] .
Table 1
Addition and multiplication in GF (4) .
+ 0 1 2 3 · 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 2 2 3 0 1 2 0 2 3 1 3 3 2 1 0 3 0 3 1 2
The set of basic functions for n = 1 is given by the columns of the matrix
In matrix notation, the coefficients g i in the Galois field expression for a function f, specified by the function vector [ (0) , (1),..., (4 1)] , 
. T , the GF transform matrix in GF (4) can be computed directly from the definition by using (5) . Then, using this matrix and (4), the coefficients in the GF(4)-expression for f are computed by matrix-vector multiplication which yields ,4 4 (2) [3, 0, 2, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 2] . [13, 15] . In this paper, we discuss the Cooley-Tukey and the constant geometry fast algorithms, based on different factorizations of the transform matrix [10, 15] .
In the case considered in this example, the Cooley-Tukey algorithm stems from the factorization of the GF(4) transform matrix taking the following form
where 1 4 4 (1) (1),
(1) (1). (2) ( ).
The first step of the algorithm computes   1 ,4 2 3, 1, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 1, 2, 0 ,
while the second step produces 4 3, 0, 2, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 2 .
The same coefficients can be computed using the constant geometry fast algorithm, based on the factorization of the transform matrix into identical factor matrices in the following way 2 4 (2) , 
where a i are the row-vectors of 4 (2)
Therefore, the factor matrix A, in the case of factorizing G 4GF (2), has the form .
The use of constant geometry algorithms for computing coefficients in GFexpressions was first proposed in [14] . In this case, the first step of the algorithm yields
3, 2, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 0, 3, 2, 3 ,
while the second step produces the same final coefficients
3, 0, 2, 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 2 . Both the Cooley-Tukey and the constant geometry algorithms are characterized by identical asymptotical time complexity and involve performing the same elementary butterfly operations, defined by the basic transform matrix. However, differences in these two factorizations of the GF-transform matrix lead to distinct memory access patterns, which can have significant effects on processing times needed for computing coefficients in GF-expressions.
Mapping of the Algorithms
The key issues in efficient mapping of the FFT-like algorithms to parallel computing architectures, such as GPUs, are:
1. The implementation of address arithmetic, i.e., computations needed for data fetching and storing, and 2. Organization of computations, i.e. distribution of the butterfly operations over processing elements.
In the proposed mappings, computations involved in the elementary butterflies of the considered fast algorithms are mapped to device programs, processed on the GPU, while the rest of the procedures are performed as parts of the CPU-processed host programs [6, 9] . Each thread performs a radix-4 butterfly over different input function values and the number of threads in each algorithm step is, therefore, N/4. This organization of computations, in which each butterfly is mapped to a single GPU thread, allows having a large number of threads performing the same operations on different data simultaneously, which is a good match to the nature of the GPU hardware [3] .
In both CPU and GPU implementations of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, the index l of the memory location which holds the first operand for each butterfly is computed as
where b is a positive integer that uniquely identifies the butterfly, d is the distance between the elements over which the butterfly performs the computations in the current step of the algorithm, % represents the modulo operation and \ stands for integer division. The value of d for the k-th step is computed as d = p n-k . Notice that both the modulo operation and the integer division are not implemented directly in CPU or GPU hardware and, therefore, are performed by using routines based on simpler arithmetic operations such as addition and multiplication [2, 9] .
The other operands for a butterfly are fetched from the locations with indices l i computed as
for i = 1, 2,…, p-1. Notice that memory locations of the operands on which each butterfly operates change with each algorithm step. For the constant geometry algorithm, the index l of the memory location which holds the first operand for each butterfly is computed as
while the rest of the operands are then fetched from locations l i computed as
for i = 1, 2,…, p-1. Notice that memory locations of the operands on which each butterfly operates are independent of the current algorithm step. Since, in the case of the constant geometry algorithms, memory locations in which results of computations are stored differ from the ones from which the input data were read, these locations need to be computed in the following way 1 , 1, 2,..., 1
After comparing (19) and (20) with (21)- (23), it can be concluded that the address arithmetic in the case of constant geometry algorithm involves simpler operations, which are directly implemented in hardware and, therefore, can be performed faster. As a consequence, processing times for these algorithms are shorter than for the Cooley-Tukey algorithms, as reported in Section 5.
Implementation of the Algorithms
The Cooley-Tukey FFT-like algorithms allow in-place implementations using a single array in memory, since input data are fetched from the same locations where the results are stored. However, these algorithms require more complex address arithmetic than the constant geometry algorithms, since the locations of the operands change in each step of the algorithm.
Constant geometry algorithms require an out-of-place implementation with separate memory arrays for input data and output results, since operands are read from one set of locations and results are stored in another set of locations. On the other hand, these algorithms involve simple address arithmetic.
As a consequence, GPU implementations of these two algorithms require different amounts of GPU resources, in terms of registers, number of instructions, and occupancy [6, 14] .
The operations of addition and multiplication in GF(4), defined as in Table 1 , need to be implemented on the program level, since the syntax of programming languages includes only modulo operations which can be used for computing GF(p)-expressions solely for p prime. This is most efficiently done by using look-up tables, represented as matrices. The result of performing the operation on two operands x and y is the element of the matrix stored at location with indices x and y.
Experimental Results

Experimental settings
The experiments reported in this section are performed on platforms specified in Table 2 . Since computations are performed over function vectors, the running time of the implementations is independent of function values. Therefore, the experiments are performed using randomly generated quaternary functions with different number of variables. The presented values for the CPU and GPU computation times are average values for 10 program executions. The discussed algorithms were also implemented as sequential C/C++ programs processed on CPUs. These implementations were developed solely to measure baseline processing times needed to establish the speed-ups achieved by transferring computations to GPUs. The source code for referent C/C++ implementations is compiled for the x64 platform using the maximum level of performance-oriented optimizations. Proposed GPU implementations of the considered algorithms were developed using CUDA (for Nvidia GPU on platform Intel/Nvidia) and OpenCL (for AMD GPU on platform Intel/AMD). 
Experimental results
The results regarding processing times for different implementations of the considered fast algorithms for computing coefficients in Galois field expressions for quaternary functions are presented in Table 3 , as well as in Figs. 2 and 3 .
On the Intel/Nvidia platform, the CUDA GPU implementations of the Cooley-Tukey and the constant geometry algorithms are up to 10.22 and 10.86 times, respectively, faster than their C/C++ implementations processed on CPUs. The CPU implementation of the constant geometry algorithm is up to 13% faster than the respective Cooley-Tukey FFT implementation, while gains on the GPU are up to 7.5%. On the Intel/AMD platform, the OpenCL GPU implementations outperform their referent CPU counterparts by a factor of 3.48, for the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, and 3.97, for the constant geometry algorithm. On this platform, the CPU implementation of the constant geometry algorithm is up to 12.5% faster than the respective Cooley-Tukey algorithm implementation, while on the GPU the improvement in processing time is up to 16.7%. The following can be concluded after analyzing times needed for performing individual steps of the examined algorithms, shown in Table 4 for the case of the largest considered quaternary functions (n = 13). Processing times for the CUDA implementation of the Cooley-Tukey FFT show a significant rise in the last two steps, leading to lower overall performance. This increase in processing times can be explained by the change in memory access pattern for storing results of computations, with writes occurring at evermore closer locations which can result in memory access conflicts. The constant geometry algorithm implementation is characterized by almost constant processing times per step, which are, at start, a bit slower than times for the Cooley-Tukey algorithm, but avoid later rise and, thus, achieve better overall performance. The profiling tools used for measuring and optimizing GPU program performance (see Table 2 ) also allow an insight into further causes of shorter processing times for implementations of the constant geometry algorithm than for the implementations of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. The improved processing times can also be explained by lower use of resources per thread in the GPU implementations of the constant geometry algorithm. The OpenCL implementation of the Cooley-Tukey requires 27 registers and 100 instructions per thread, while the respective constant geometry algorithm implementation needs 24 registers and only 65 instructions per thread. For CUDA implementations, the ratio of per thread register use is 23:20 in favor of the constant geometry algorithm, leading to effective multiprocessor occupancy of 66.7%, for the Cooley-Tukey, and 100% for the constant geometry algorithm implementations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for accelerated computation of GF(4)-expressions for quaternary logic functions, based on the application of GPUs. The method stems from the spectral interpretation of GF(4)-expressions, which permits the use of FFT-like algorithms, which are, in the presented research, adapted for highly parallel processing on GPUs. We consider two classes of FFT-like algorithms -the Cooley-Tukey and the constant geometry algorithms. We show that the simpler address arithmetic in the constant geometry algorithm leads to lower use of resources, and, as a consequence, better performance on both CPUs and GPUs. Experimental results confirm that the presented approach of using GPUs for computations leads to significant reduction in processing times (up to 10.86 times when compared to referent CPU implementations). In this way, the application of the proposed method widens the set of problem instances which can be efficiently handled in practice. Plans for further work include development of hybrid algorithm implementations, which would use both CPUs and GPUs for performing computations in parallel. In addition, one of the goals for future research is the construction of implementations of external memory algorithms for GPUs, which would allow processing of larger MVL functions than the ones considered in this paper.
